Abstract-For an application of polarization-difference (PD) to determine significantly polarized reflection regions in bad weather, after a theoretical introduction of polarizationdifference imaging (PDI) and dichromatic atmospheric scattering model, a series of experiments are conducted in our research. Those experiments contain three aspects: a queue scheme for image data memory that is applied to reduce noise in the process of polarization image capturing; a comparison of degree of polarization (DOP) of horizontal sky-light on rainy and clear days; an application of PD to determine significantly polarized refection regions in bad weather. Our outdoor experiments indicate that on a rainy day PD can correctively determine the significantly polarized reflection region and on a clear day PD fails to correctly determine significantly polarized reflection regions in an outdoor scene.
INTRODUCTION
Polarization is an intrinsic feature of light that provides more valuable information than conventional imaging techniques relying on intensity distribution [1] . Accordingly polarization information is exploited in several fields, including computer vision, target detection, feature extraction and material classification. Particularly, polarization imaging is applied to detect and identify a target in scattering media [2] . Polarization parameter is sensitive to a scattering surface. In such case, polarization imaging techniques often have the ability to produce images with higher inherent visual contrast than conventional image processing of the intensity distribution, especially under adverse weather, such as haze, fog and rain [3] [4] [5] Unaided human eyes fail to discern the polarization of light. In contrast many animals have visual systems that exploit the polarization of light in many different ways, e.g. navigation, detecting water surfaces, enhancing visibility, and perhaps even for mutual communication [2] . Based on an inspiration of some species' utilization of polarization information to enhance their vision, polarization-difference imaging (PDI) has been introduced to detect targets in scattering media or enhance images in which the fraction of the light is polarized by only a few percent [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Optical scattering by suspended particles such as haze, fog and rain diminishes the visual contrast of objects, and recent years in the filed of visibility improvement based on polarization filtered images, with its inhibiting effects on the estimation of atmospheric parameter calibration and on the restoration performance of degraded outdoor images, detection and determination of significantly polarized reflection regions play a role that cannot be ignored [3, 10] . Therefore with the sensitivity of PD to polarized reflection regions and with the ability of PDI to outstand the polarized refection regions, accordingly our research focuses on the utilization of polarization difference to determine significantly polarized reflection regions on rainy and clear days, and conducts a series of experiments on rainy and clear days. By means of the dichromatic atmospheric scattering model, an analysis of outdoor polarization imaging on rainy and clear days indicate that with the different DOP of horizontal sky-light on rainy and clear days, on a rain day PD can correctively determine the significantly polarized reflection regions, and in contrast on a clear day PD fails to correctly determine significantly polarized reflection regions in an outdoor scenes.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Concept of polarization-difference imaging (PDI)
The concept of PDI is detailed in various literatures [2, 6, 11] . The light intensity entering a camera can be decomposed into the intensities of the portions of light linearly polarized along two orthogonal directions. Theoretically this decomposition can be performed by rotating a linear polarizer. 
With PD image sensitive to small intensity variations in a scene, a further visual improvement of those small intensity variations can be carried out by applying an affine transformation to the intensity distribution 
where C is the maximum available display level. The simple four steps of capturing two raw images, adding them and subtracting them, and then transforming the resulting sum and difference images can be implemented rapidly for both PS and PD images.
B. Dichromatic atmospheric scattering model
In 1976, McCartney proposed a directional atmospheric scattering model [12] . This model holds that when acquiring an outdoor scene, the resultant image is a combination of two main optical components
where I denotes the total intensity that enters camera, A denotes the path radiance and D is the direct transmission (the attenuated light intensity of object radiance). Furthermore, the direct transmission and the path radiance can be express in the following:
(1 ) . From Equation (8) and Equation (9), apparently D decreases with the distance z , and in contrast A increases with the distance z .
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Noise reduction in our polarization imaging system
In our polarization imaging system, polarization image at different rotation angle is captured by rotating a linear polarizer in front of a CCD camera. Because the polarization images are sequentially captured, and in the elapse of two-time captures, some changes in an outdoor scene, such as a flow of atmospheric particles or rain-drops, may cause a little noise that indirectly affects the quality of polarization images. In order to reduce noise in the polarization images, a queue scheme for image data memory is embedded in our polarization imaging system. The queue scheme for image data memory can be described in the follow: 1) Open up a queue-memory space; 2) Copy a frame data from memory to a current image data; 3) Push the current image data into the queue; 4) If the queue is not full, then skip to 7) and otherwise continue; 5) Replace wise-point the current image data with the mean of all the elements in the queue; 6) Popup an element from the front of the queue; 7) Store the current image data as an image file with a format of "bmp" or "hig".
B. DOP of horizontal sky-light on rain and clear days
In order to analyze the DOP of path light on clear and rain days, our polarization imaging system captured three groups of polarization images. Two of them are captured on a rainy day and the other group on a clear day. Each group consists of polarization images with rotation angles at 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees.
With atmospheric scattering, the path light is often partially polarized. If the DOP of the polarized light is excessively significant, the intensity ratio of the path light in two polarization images at orthogonal angles usually deviate seriously from the constant 1 and otherwise approximates to 1. According to Equation (10) , this similar conclusion is true with the horizontal sky-light. 90 90 90
(1 )
Therefore, we define the following equation to roughly evaluate the DOP of the horizontal sky-light at any position of an image plane
The greater V indirectly indicates a greater DOP of the horizontal sky-light in a scene. by cropping a block of sky area in each polarization image and computing their average intensity. Table II indicates that on a rainy day the DOP of horizontal sky-light is small and the DOP of horizontal sky-light on a clear day is much greater than that of horizontal sky-light on a rainy day. 
C. Determination of significantly polarized reflection regions in bad weather
Light reflected by a significantly polarized reflection region presents a great DOP. As is shown in PD images, this phenomenon commonly yields a great polarization difference between two polarization images at a pair of orthogonal angles. In turn, we can utilize this feature of polarization difference to detect SPRA-candidates (possible significantly polarized reflection regions in an outdoor scene). By means of PD, accordingly we can easily detect SPRA-candidates A and B in Figure 1 , SPRA-candidate A in Figure 2 and SPRA-candidates A B C and D in Figure 3 . The sequent issue is how to discriminate the true significantly polarized reflection regions from SPRA-candidates. In this paper we refer to this process as a determination of significantly polarized reflection regions in a scene. In Figure 1 (d) , the true significantly polarized reflection regions A (a part of a roof of a building) and B (a river) present intensities that excessively deviate the constant 128.By means of PDI, this deviation is amplified in Figure1 (f) and true significantly polarized reflection regions A and B become outstanding.
In Figure 2 (d) , the true polarized reflection region A (the roof of a building) presents an intensity that deviates from the constant 128. By means of PDI, this deviation is amplified in Figure2 (f) and the true polarized reflection region A becomes outstanding.
In Figure 3 (d) , all the SPRA-candidates A, B, C and D present intensities that excessively deviate from the general intensity of other regions. By means of PDI this deviation is amplified and in Figure2 (f) all the SPRA-candidates become outstanding. However, among those SPRA-candidates, only the SPRA-candidate D is the true polarized reflection region. In the following section, by mean of the dichromatic atmospheric scattering model, this paper will give a reasonable explanation of the performance on determination of significantly polarized reflection regions on rainy and clear days.
On a rainy day, atmospheric multiple scattering events are dominant and cause inhibiting effects. First, multiple scattering seriously depolarizes path light and horizontal skylight. Second, direct transmissions excluding that of true significantly polarized reflection regions also depolarized. This depolarization of rain-drops makes those regions excluding significantly polarized reflection regions present a DOP that is approximate to zeros and the DOP of a true significantly polarized reflection region still deviate from zero greatly. Therefore, we can utilize PD images to determine the polarized reflection region on a rainy day, as shown in (d) and (f) of Figure 1 and Figure 2 .
However，the following explanation will indicate that this determination does not hold on a clear day. On a clear day, with the single dominate scattering dominant, a horizontal sky-light presents a great DOP, and therefore SPRAcandidates excluding true significantly polarized-reflection regions are still likely to present distinct deviation from the general intensity, as shown SPRA-candidates A, B and C of . This event will inhibit a correct determination of significantly polarized reflection regions on a clear day.
CONCLUSION
Our outdoor experiments indicate that on a rainy day PD can correctively determine the significantly polarized reflection regions. However, on a clear day PD fails to correctly determine significantly polarized reflection regions in a scene. Therefore, a technique based on polarization images to determine the significantly polarized reflection regions on a clear day deserves further research.
